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ESCO Corporation
With a history of proprietary products and a reputation for engineering 
and metallurgical expertise, ESCO is a leading manufacturer of  
technically-rich ground engaging tools and durable wearparts for mining, 
construction, dredging and other industrial applications. ESCO also  
produces a wide array of critical components for the aerospace and  
power-generation markets. By designing better products, eliminating 
waste, reducing costs and improving continuously – ESCO is a global 
leader in providing customers with Quality, Value and Speed.
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ESCO’s Overlay Plate Wear Protection provides solutions for a broad 
variety of wear applications. Through proper selection and application of 
alloys, haul truck bed surfaces can be given the hardness, impact and 
abrasion resistance needed in the most severe mining applications. 

ESCO’s Chromium Carbide Overlay wear protection is ideal in extreme 
abrasion and medium impact applications. ESCO plate liners offer a 
minimum 573 Brinell hardness. Chromium Carbide products are the most 
cost-effective way to protect equipment in severe wear conditions. Proper 
installation of Carbide Overlay plate wear protection will ensure maximum 
wear life. 

• ESCO cut-to-fit liner parts typically require no field trimming, 
which reduces installation time.

• ESCO’s 2000-ton forming capability allows formation of liner plates 
in fewer pieces, which reduces welding and downtime. The 2000-
ton press brake can form thicker plate, resulting in increased wear life 
and a reduction in costly equipment downtime.

• ESCO’s overlay liners are high quality, reliable products 
manufactured to rigorous specifications.

• Manufacturing process combines tough materials and alloys with 
heat treatment for maximum wear life in the field.

• ESCO’s computerized burning equipment includes multi-torch 
thermal cutting machines with conventional capabilities, plus the 
latest in plasma system technology.

• Multi-torch countersunk hole cutting machines process up to  
six holes at a time allowing projects to be completed quickly  
and economically.

Infinity™ Chromium Carbide Overlay Plate

ESCO Wear Materials for Haul Trucks
Haul trucks are a major investment for mining and quarry applications. Proper 
protection of the truck bed is the key to high productivity and reduced maintenance 
cost. ESCO’s haul truck wear solutions are designed and manufactured to meet and 
exceed OEM standards, enhance haul fleet productivity, and minimize operating cost. 
All components are designed to match each truck bed configuration, minimizing the 
time and effort required for installation. Wear solution kits and custom fabrication 

services are provided with the highest level of technical skills, combined with state-of-
the-art equipment and processes.
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ESCO AR Wear Protection

ESCO offers ESCO AR 400 and 500 quenched and tempered alloy 
plates to handle extreme wear, with optimum resistance to gouging 
abrasion under severe impact. ESCO AR plate has exceptional 
toughness, ductility, weldability, and superior hardness over T1 type 
abrasion grades. ESCO AR plate can be sheared, plasma cut and 
welded with conventional methods.

ESCO AR 400 through-hardened plate is available in 3/16" through  
4" thickness. Typical hardness is 360-444 BHN, and the typical 
toughness is 20 ft.-lbs. in transverse direction. ESCO AR 400 plate  
has high wear resistance, excellent toughness and weldability, and is  
very formable. It is excellent for truck bed bolsters and truck bed 
extension applications. 

ESCO AR 500 through-hardened plate is available in 1/8" through 
4" thickness. Typical hardness is 477-555 BHN, and the typical 
toughness is 18 ft.-lbs. in transverse direction. ESCO AR 500 plate has 
superior wear resistance for extreme abrasion, very good toughness 
and weldability, formable, and it is the preferred solution for truck bed 
applications. 

ESCO AR 400

ESCO AR 500
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Typical countersunk boltsESCO Bolt-in Liners
ESCO AR and Infinity™ Overlay Plate bolt-in liner packages are offered as an 
alternative to weld-in versions. The system maintains the integrity of the liner 
attachment but provides quick installation and easy replacement. ESCO can 
offer appropriate bolt-on and nut sizes for all flat sections of truck bed liners. 
ESCO recommends bolt-in wear liners for the following reasons:

• Substantial manpower savings and reduced machine downtime

• Quick installation

• Safer and easier to change in the field

• Countersunk holes maintain integrity throughout wear life

Countersunk holes allow full utilization of the liner and extend wear life –  
no more premature change-out due to excess wear in the bolt hole area.

HUCKBOLT® fasteners can be used as an alternative to conventional 
nuts and bolts. The HUCKBOLT system uses hydraulic ram power for 
attachment and is excellent for new equipment installation. It uses 90 degree 
full countersunk holes. 
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ESCO Custom Wear Solutions

ESCO works directly with customers on specific needs in the mining, 
construction and aggregates industries. ESCO provides complete field 
engineering to develop, manufacture and install custom fabrications 
utilizing state-of-the-art production. Designs that protect valuable investments, 
increase productivity and reduce the cost of ownership.
 
 
 

•  Forming

•  Countersunk holes

•  Drilling 

 

Truck bed liners typically come in three styles: Tumble Bar Style, Flat/
Formed Liners and Waffle Style liners. Proper application of each of these 
styles, individually or as a combination, will ensure the most economical 
way to protect truck beds in any application. ESCO AR 500 truck bed  
liners outwear OEM wear packages (A514) by 2-3 times. 

Tumble Bar
Tumble Bar Liners cause material to tumble instead of 
slide, which reduces wear during material discharge. 
Tumble bars are made from ESCO AR premium wear 
plate in thicknesses of ½" to 1-¼", depending upon 
application.

Flat/Formed
Flat or Formed Liners made of premium grade  
ESCO AR wear plate. This design is ideal for 
extreme abrasion and high impact applications.

Waffle
Waffle Style Liners are typically 40% lighter than solid 
plate liners with minimal change in wear life. Liners 
are usually ½" to 1¼" thick ESCO AR plate and are 
designed for lighter weight in high abrasion impact 
applications, but are not recommended for sticky 
materials which may substantially increase carry back.

Liner Types

ESCO Custom Fabrication Capabilities

•  Welding

•  Thermal cutting

•   Fabrication
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Safer
 • When a wear runner needs to be 

replaced, it can be changed by 
one person using a small pry tool 
to remove the mechanical lock

 • No arc splatter or welding fumes 
created to change-out a wear  
runner

Versatile 
 • Multiple sizes and runner styles 

cover a wide variety of  
applications 

 • Versatile sizing allows protection 
for hot spots or entire wear  
surface

 • Kwik-Lok II wear runners provide 
surface-abrasion protection for 
a wide variety of applications on 
both flat and curved surfaces

Reversible
 • Most Kwik-Lok II wear runners 

are reversible for extended life in 
applications with uneven wear

Lightweight and Easy to 
Handle 
 • For confined spaces, Kwik-Lok II 

wear runners are smaller and 
easier to handle

 • Easy-to-change runners allow 
wear protection maintenance to 
be done along with standard  
machine maintenance 

 • One-piece lock allows quick, easy 
installation and removal 

Long-Lasting ESCO AR 
Advantage
 • ESCO AR 12S cast runners  

provide longer wear life and 
durability, lasting up to five times 
longer than mild steel plate

 • Select size runners are available 
in ESCO AR 35S for even longer 
wear life in low impact  
applications

Features and BenefitsESCO Kwik-Lok®II Wear Protection 
Kwik-Lok II… fast, safe and easy to     
change-out! 
Imagine a wear protection system that is as 
easy to change as ESCO tooth equipment! 
Simply pry out the lock, then remove the  
runner by sliding it off the dovetailed base.  

Rotate the runner if appropriate to extend wear 
life, or just slide on a new runner. Finally, install 

the lock and the Kwik-Lok II system is now  
securely in place to protect your investment.

Permanently  
attached base

Easy to remove lock

Versatile runner
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ESCO Kwik-Lok®II Wear Protection 

General Purpose
KLR01MC / KLR02MC: General purpose 
liners are the lightest and most versatile runners 
offered. These runners are used on both flat and 
curved surfaces.

Long Runners
KLR11MC / KLR12MC: Long runners provide 
extra surface coverage with an additional load 
bearing surface for extra strength.

Paneled Runners
KLR15MC: Paneled runners have thick, wide 
slabs of wear metal at each end, but are 
lightened in the center to reduce throwaway 
metal. They are recommended for truck bed 
liners and material handling chute liners.   

“H” Style Runners
KLR16MC: “H” style runners have thick, wide 
slabs of wear material at each end, but are 
lightened in the center to reduce throwaway 
metal. The KLR16MC runner assembly is 
recommended for all off-road haul truck 
applications. The unique shape promotes 
material buildup (dead bed effect) for additional 
wear protection.

Runner Shapes
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ESCO Wear Materials  
for Other Applications

In addition to haul trucks, ESCO Wear Materials are particularly effective for 
mining shovels, dozers, excavators, loaders, processing plants, underwater 
dredge and dragline applications. 

For decades, ESCO had designed and manufactured durable wear parts 
for mining, construction, and aggregate industries, focusing on extreme 
wear and impact applications. ESCO Wear Materials are specifically  
designed to deliver maximum protection for all stationary and mobile  
equipment. Our technical capability coupled with our alloy expertise,  
for typical and unusual applications, is unsurpassed in the industry.  
ESCO Wear Materials are proven to optimize machine availability to reduce 
maintenance costs and improve production.

Mining Shovels

Dozers

Excavators/Loaders

Draglines

Processing Plants

Underwater Dredge

 • Wear liner kits

 • Dipper heel bands

 • Exterior wear packages

 • Blade and arm wear liner kits

 • Ripper overlays

 • Wear liner kits 

 • Exterior wear packages

 • Wear liner kits 

 • Exterior wear packages 

 • GET overlay 

 • Crusher cone and  
mainframe liners

 • Chute liners

 • Feeders 

 • Bolt-in liners 

 • Transfer points

 • Strike plates

 • Applied overlay

 • Overlay wear liners
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Quality

Speed

Value

Quality, Value and Speed
ESCO’s culture of Quality, Value and Speed (QVS) and lean manufacturing is  
integral to everything we do. From boardroom to break room, from office to plant floor – ESCO employees strive to 
reduce waste, ensure safety, drive down costs, decrease lead times, standardize production techniques, and improve 
continuously. The result: ESCO production output meets strict specifications and offers customers superior flexibility and 
value. These business practices also create sustainable economic, environmental and social benefits for our employees 
and in the communities where we operate.

Continuous QVS assessment of each ESCO facility worldwide is based on the following criteria:

 • Quick reaction to changes in customer demand
 • Reduced cost of ownership through enhanced product performance
 • Products which are easier and safer to replace than the competition’s
 • Longer wear life than competitors
 • Engineering expertise and product support

 • Electronic link to customer order processes
 • Real-time customer access to supply chain data
 • Rapid prototyping capability
 • Global supply chain management

 • Metal industry expertise
 • Capability to identify, eliminate and prevent defects at the source
 • Operational stability
 • Established culture of continuous improvement
 • Production process excellence
 • Total material traceability
 • In-house metallurgical testing
 • Foundry operations: ISO 9001 certified
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